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An Encyclopaedia of Freedom Fighters of India in alphabetic order. Friday, May 31, Singh changed his name
to Ram Mohammad Singh Azad, symbolizing the unification of the three major religions of India: Hinduism,
Islam and Sikhism. Singh is considered one of the best-known revolutionaries of the Indian independence
struggle; he is also sometimes referred to as Shaheed-i-Azam Sardar Udham Singh the expression
"Shaheed-i-Azam," Urdu: Bhagat Singh and Singh along with Chandrasekhar Azad , Rajguru and Sukhdev ,
were among the most famous revolutionaries in the first half of 20th-century India. Sardar Tehal Singh was at
that time working as a watchman on a railway crossing in the village of Upalli. His father followed in They
were administered the Sikh initiatory rites at the orphanage and received new names: Sadhu Singh died in ,
which came as a great shock to his brother. While at orphanage, Singh was trained in various arts and crafts.
He passed his matriculation examination in and left the orphanage in Satya Pal , Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew , and
few others under the unpopular Rowlatt Act. Singh and his friends from the orphanage were serving water to
the crowd. Not much later, a band of 90 soldiers armed with rifles and khukris Gurkha short swords marched
to the park accompanied by two armoured cars with mounted machine guns. The vehicles were unable to enter
the Bagh owing to the narrow entrance. Brigadier-General Reginald Dyer was in command. The troops had
entered the Bagh by about 5: With no warning to the crowd to disperse, Dyer ordered his troops to open fire.
The attack lasted ten minutes. Since the only exit was barred by soldiers, people tried to climb the walls of the
park. Some also jumped into a well inside the compound to escape the bullets. A plaque in the monument says
that bodies were plucked out of the well alone. The incident had greatly shaken young Singh and proved a
turning point in his life. After bathing in the holy sarovar pool of nectar , Singh took a silent vow and solemn
pledge in front of the Golden Temple to wreak a vengeance on the perpetrators of the crime and to restore
honour to what he saw as a humiliated nation. Singh plunged into active politics and became a dedicated
revolutionary. He left the orphanage and moved from one country to another to achieve his secret objective,
aiming ultimately to reach his target in London. At various stages in his life, Singh went by the following
names: He reached Africa in , moving to Nairobi in Singh tried for the United States but was unsuccessful. He
returned to India in , reaching the U. There Singh became actively involved with members of the Ghadar Party
, an Indian group known for its revolutionary politics and its founder, Sohan Singh Bhakna. Singh spent three
years in revolutionary activities in the U. He returned to India in July on orders from Bhagat Singh. He was
accompanied by 25 associates from the U. On 30 August Singh was arrested at Amritsar for possession of
unlicensed arms. Some revolvers, a quantity of ammunition, and copies of a prohibited Ghadar Party paper
called "Ghadr-i-Gunj" "Voice of Revolt" were confiscated. He was prosecuted under section 20 of the Arms
Act. Singh was sentenced to five years rigorous imprisonment. Bhagat Singh was executed at the gallows with
his fellow revolutionaries Rajguru and Sukhdev on March 23, , for the murder of Deputy Superintendent of
the Police J. Saunders, while Singh was still in jail. Singh was released from jail on 23 October He returned to
his native Sunam, but constant harassment from the local police on account of his revolutionary activities led
him back to Amritsar. There he opened a shop as a signboard painter, assuming the name of Mohammed
Singh Azad. His movements were under constant surveillance by the Punjab police. He visited his native
village in , then proceeded to Kashmir on a clandestine mission, where he was able to dupe the police and
escaped to Germany. According to the secret reports of British Police, Singh was on the move in India till
early , then he reached Italy and stayed there for 3â€”4 months. From Italy he proceeded to France ,
Switzerland and Austria and finally reached England in where he purchased and used his own car for
travelling purposes. Singh also purchased a six-chamber revolver and a load of ammunition. Despite numerous
opportunities to strike, Singh awaited a right time when he could make more impact with the killing and
attract global attention to his cause. Singh concealed his revolver in a book specially cut for the purpose and
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managed to enter the hall. He took up his position against the wall. Singh pulled his revolver and fired.
Incidentally, Luis Dane was hit by one shot, which broke his radius bone and dropped him to the ground with
serious injuries. A bullet also hit Lord Lamington , whose right hand was shattered. Singh did not intend to
escape. He was arrested on the spot. His weapon, a knife, his diary, along with a bullet fired on the day are
now kept in the Black Museum of Scotland Yard. Similar comment may be made on British rule in India. Will
the historians of the future have to record that it was not the Nazis but the British ruling class which destroyed
the British Empire? At a public meeting in Kanpur , a speaker stated that "at last an insult and humiliation of
the nation had been avenged". In , Britain was in the midst of fighting for its survival in Europe and depended
heavily on supplies from India to support the war effort. Nervous about any threat to their wartime supply
lifelines from the heartlands of India, the British Government in India would receive fortnightly reports on the
political situation sent from local administrators all over India. The indignities he heaped upon our
countrymen in Punjab have not been forgotten". Similar sentiments were expressed at numerous other places
country-wide. In a statement to the Press, Mahatama Gandhi had condemned the 10 Caxton Hall shooting
saying that "the outrage has caused me deep pain. I regard it as an act of insanity I hope this will not be
allowed to affect political judgement". A week later, Harijan, his newspaper further wrote: We have our
grievances against Lord Zetland. We must fight his reactionary policies, but there should be no malice or
vindictiveness in our resistance. The accused is intoxicated with thought of bravery". Pt Jawaharlal Nehru
wrote in his National Herald: We have not been unaware of the trend of the feeling of non-violence,
particularly among the younger section of Indians. Bose advocated the approach that the political instability of
war-time Britain should be taken advantage ofâ€”rather than simply wait for the British to grant independence
after the end of the war which was the view of Gandhi, Nehru and a section of the Congress leadership at the
time. Having failed to persuade Gandhi of the necessity of this, Bose organised mass protests in Calcutta.
Singh was called "fighter for freedom" by The Times of London, and his action was said to be "an expression
of the pent-up fury of the downtrodden Indian People". Berliner Borsen Zeitung called the event "The torch of
the Indian freedom", and German radio repeatedly broadcast: They strike them down even after 20 years".
Trial and execution While in Police custody, Singh remarked: He ought to be. I put two into him right there",
indicating with his hand the pit of his stomach on the left side. Singh remained quiet for several minutes and
then again said: I thought I could get more. I must have been too slow. There were a lot of women about, you
know". While awaiting trial in Brixton Prison Singh went on a day hunger strike and had to be forcibly fed
daily. Azad means to be free. This demonstrated the four things that were dear to him and his transcendence of
race , caste , creed , and religion. On 31 July , Singh was hanged at Pentonville Prison. As with other executed
prisoners, he was buried later that afternoon within the prison grounds. In March , Indian National Congress
leader Jawahar Lal Nehru , condemned the action of Singh as senseless, but in , Nehru reversed his stance and
applauded Singh with the following statement in the daily Partap: Sadhu Singh Thind himself went to England
as a special envoy of the Indian Government and brought back the remains of the Shaheed. Among those who
received his casket at Delhi airport were Shankar Dayal Sharma , then president of the Congress Party, and
Zail Singh , then chief minister of Punjab, both of whom later went on to become Presidents of India. Indira
Gandhi, the prime minister, also laid a wreath. He was later cremated in his birthplace of Sunam in Punjab and
his ashes were immersed in the Sutlej river.
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It highlighted the dangers posed by nuclear weapons and called for world leaders to seek peaceful resolutions
to international conflict. The signatories included eleven pre-eminent intellectuals and scientists, including
Albert Einstein , who signed it just days before his death on 18 April A few days after the release,
philanthropist Cyrus S. Background The first detonation of an atomic weapon took place on 16 July in the
desert north of Alamogordo , New Mexico. At least , civilians were killed outright by these two bombings. On
18 August , the Glasgow Forward published "The Bomb and Civilisation," the first known recorded comment
by Bertrand Russell on atomic weapons, which he began composing the day Nagasaki was bombed. It
contained threads that would later appear in the manifesto: The prospect for the human race is sombre beyond
all precedent. Mankind are faced with a clear-cut alternative: A great deal of new political thinking will be
necessary if utter disaster is to be averted. Over the years that followed Russell and Rotblat worked on efforts
to curb nuclear proliferation, collaborating with Albert Einstein and other scientists to compose what became
known as the Russellâ€”Einstein Manifesto. Press conference, 9 July The manifesto was released during a
press conference at Caxton Hall , London. Rotblat, who chaired the meeting, describes it as follows: It was
thought that only a few of the Press would turn up and a small room was booked in Caxton Hall for the Press
Conference. But it soon became clear that interest was increasing and the next larger room was booked. In the
end the largest room was taken and on the day of the Conference this was packed to capacity with
representatives of the press, radio and television from all over the world. After reading the Manifesto, Russell
answered a barrage of questions from members of the press, some of whom were initially openly hostile to the
ideas contained in the Manifesto. Gradually, however, they became convinced by the forcefulness of his
arguments, as was evident in the excellent reporting in the Press, which in many cases gave front page
coverage. Russell had begun the conference by stating: I am bringing the warning pronounced by the
signatories to the notice of all the powerful Governments of the world in the earnest hope that they may agree
to allow their citizens to survive. Synopsis The manifesto called for a conference where scientists would assess
the dangers posed to the survival of humanity by weapons of mass destruction. Emphasis was placed on the
meeting being politically neutral. It extended the question of nuclear weapons to all people and governments.
One particular phrase is quoted often, including by Rotblat upon receipt of the Nobel Peace Prize in
Remember your humanity, and forget the rest. The beginnings of the Pugwash Conferences The manifesto
called for an international conference, and was originally planned by Jawaharlal Nehru to be held in India.
This was delayed by the outbreak of the Suez Crisis. Aristotle Onassis offered to finance a meeting in Monaco
, but this was rejected. Instead, Cyrus Eaton, a Canadian industrialist who had known Russell since , offered to
finance the conference in his hometown of Pugwash, Nova Scotia. The first of the conferences was held in
July in London. Signatories to the manifesto.
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It was a hard struggle back against a strong tide but after the expenditure of much coal we did finally make it,
the round trip lasting about hours. At Greenwich we were not able to berth and could only wave to Elizabeth
Wood and friends on the sailing barge "Xylonite" as we passed. Back at the Greenland Entrance berthing was
difficult owing to low water and the wind which made manoeuvring tricky â€” VIC 56 was lightly laden and
presented a large freeboard. On disembarking plucky wee Barbara Hayton was assisted up the jetty tied to a
rope made fast by a bowline knot in the approved fashion she seemed to enjoy it. VIC 56 was built by
Pollocks at Faversham in and is a steam lighter? VIC stands for victualing inshore craft a Royal Navy
abbreviation. Of fairly low power, VICs give almost silent travel and from the forecastle one hears little
besides the ripple of water under the forefoot. Power is provided by a double-expansion vertical steam engine,
VIC 56 has a coal-fired range in the galley for cooking which burns clinker from the main boiler and during
the cruise we were provided with mugs of tea. In the forecastle accommodation a coal stove, again burning
re-cycled fuel, helped to make a very pleasant occasional retreat from the elements. The sailing barges which
should have been on show at Greenwich were prevented from reaching the Thames by storms, but Elizabeth
managed to obtain "Xylonite" as a substitute. Berthed near VIC 56 at the Greenland Entrance is the steam tug
"Torque" which belongs to the Treloar brothers and it is hoped to arrange a visit to see her in the near future,
hopefully she will be in steam. The theme was the development of transport between Nottingham and
Grantham across the Vale of Belvoir. As well as the industrial archaeology, this conference interested me for
two reasons: Now used as the European campus of the University of Evansville, USA, the building is not
normally open to the public. Secondly, the Vale of Belvoir was the home of my ancestors in the 18th and 19th
centuries; in fact my great-great grandmother and her family were born in the village of Harlaxton. So here
was an opportunity to combine IA with family history and my wife and I decided to spend the weekend in the
area staying at Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire famous for pork pies, Stilton cheese and fox hunting.
Harlaxton Manor proved to be even more magnificently vulgar than expected, appearing as we approached,
like a fairy tale castle out of the morning mist. The conference was held in the Long Gallery with exhibitions
in the Great Hall and the Golden Room, all extravagantly decorated and linked by a cedar wood staircase
rising through two storeys. The conference commenced with a talk by Kenneth Cheetham on the Grantham
Canal. Opened in , this canal linked that town and numerous intervening villages with the River Trent at
Nottingham. All the usual problems of disputes with landowners, principally the Duke of Rutland, shortage of
top water, leaking embankments, etc. The canal was superseded by a railway and was abandoned in the s. The
railway formed the subject of the second speaker, Jack Cupit. An ambitious scheme to link Manchester with
the east coast was promoted as the "Ambergate, Nottingham and Boston and Eastern Junction Railway". Only
the centre portion was built between Nottingham and Grantham and opened in and even this portion needed
running rights over the Midland Railway for the last 3 miles into Nottingham. After some 10 years, the
company was taken over by the Great Northern Railway, whose main line now passed through Grantham and
that railway built its own terminus in Nottingham. He showed examples of good and bad conservation and
emphasised that the great amount of artefacts and sites now available needed careful consideration to ensure
that the best representative sample was retained. The conference concluded with a discussion on various facets
of IA in the East Midlands, particularly the fate of the terminus building of the Mansfield and Pinxton Railway
and the adjacent Midland Railway station in Mansfield, Notts which are threatened by re-development. In the
family history field we made a few discoveries at the Leicester Record Office and from tombstones at
Harlaxton and Eaton, Leics, however attempts to see and record former residences of my family were
unsuccessful. At Langley Mill, Derbys only a back garden wall with attached privies remained; perhaps I have
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seen at least one family seat! We also visited the previously mentioned terminus of the GNR in Nottingham
which lies within a waterways complex and is now a parcels office and at Mansfield, the group of railway
stations and ancillary buildings were well worth seeing. All industrial archaeologists should campaign for the
retention of the building which is claimed to be the oldest railway terminus in Britain. Derek Needham Stone
tramways Thanks to Bet Parker, Diana Willment and David Thomas for supplying information about the
location of several sections of stone tramway in London â€” far too many to list here. To recap, a stone
tramway also known as a stoneway, granite tramway, stone tramroad, cartway and aisler causeway is a section
of paved roadway with two parallel lines of large granite slabs, usually about 2 feet wide and anything up to 6
feet or more long, with a horse path of conventional setts between them. They are said to allow a horse to pull
a heavier load, particularly uphill and to help in starting a heavy load from rest. They are often found in entries
to industrial premises but can also be found in public streets. Stone tramways were popular at the beginning of
the 19th century, major examples being the Commercial Road Stoneway in London and a stretch between
Towcester and Weedon on the Holyhead Road Sometimes flat plates of cast iron were used instead of granite
blocks, as across Westminster Bridge. Does anyone have any information about this? The Haytor granite
tramway in Devon, mentioned by Philip Daniell GLIAS Newsletter February , was rather different as the
granite blocks were specially dressed with a flange, like a cast-iron platerail, to offer guidance to the vehicles.
Brian Sturt tells me that some of this has been put in quite recently, say in the last ten years or so. Caxton Hall
has gas lamps in the corridors and the Wigmore Hall has a pair of gas lights either side of the platform. The
latter are noticeably greener than the tungsten electric lamps. Some cinemas also use gas lights. The Depot
consisted of an almost square, two-storey building with one entrance to a cobbled central courtyard, having all
the enclosed areas facing the courtyard. The left hand range of buildings had storage, office and workshop
spaces at ground level and a stable for sick horses with small store room above. We eventually decided that
the ramp giving access to the first floor for horses had originally been against the right hand wall. The scullery
of this flat was next to the stable for sick horses with a communicating door which facilitated their care by the
occupant whose job this would have been. The flat has its own front door to the street close to the main
entrance and the present occupant, who has lived in the area all her life, has been able to give us valuable
information about the site from the s when it was used by a jam manufacturer. Inevitably a number of
alterations, mainly additions, have been made to the buildings, but it is still easy to trace most of the original
structure and infer its former usage. It is an interesting site and worth careful recording although it is not under
threat as far as is known. There is a great deal of work still to be done and we hope that when recording is
resumed in the Spring GLIAS members will come along and help. Please watch for the dates which will be
published in the newsletter. Work started in and by c. Subsequent growth in the demand for electricity meant a
separate power station had to be built elsewhere. Now only two Lilleshall beam engines remain â€” a tight fit
in their modest engine house. The pair of Woolf compound rotative beam pumping engines at West Ham are
double acting and developed hp at psi steam pressure. The engines are interesting in that they are fitted with
Meyer slide valves. These have a travel of 8in and are fitted to both high and low pressure cylinders. These
double slide valves were invented in by Dean Jaques Meyer, of Mulhouse in France and enable the cut-off
point to be varied independently of the other valve even while the engine is running. The double web cast iron
beams of the two engines are each of about 17 tons in weight and are 28ft long. They were cast in The
engines, built by the Lilleshall Co, Ltd, of Oakengates, Shropshire, have a plate on the cylinders giving a date
of The nine spoked flywheels are somewhat unusual in being cast in three segments and are 22ft in diameter,
weighing about 20 tons. Barring was by hand or steam, the barring engine being of the inverted vertical duplex
type. The engines drive bucket pumps with, a bore of 5ft 3ins, the stroke being the same as that for the high
pressure cylinder: Each stroke lifted gallons ie. The condensers are of the surface type and are situated in the
Sewage discharge main. They contain four inch diameter tubes through which the cooling medium, sewage,
flowed. The arrangement gave operational difficulties due to blockages with resultant flooding so that frequent
cleaning of the tubes was necessary. The nine Lancashire boilers, 30ft long by 7ft 6in diameter, have been
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removed and the house is now used as a store. They were coal fired, mechanical stoking being employed
latterly. The last beam engine to run was number 2 which ceased operation at There were plans to remove the
engines for preservation, but local objections that Newham was losing its heritage prevented this. With the
present economic recession in mind it now seems unlikely that the West Ham beam engines will be the subject
of a preservation scheme, especially as beam engines are preserved elsewhere in London, notably at Kew
Bridge, but there is still hope. When the West Ham pumping station closed it contained, in addition to the
beam engines, three inverted vertical compound steam engines with open cranks driving centrifugal pumps for
discharging storm water into the river. They were removed in , two were scrapped but the third went to the
London Giving Dock Co. Does anyone know its whereabouts? Next door is Airport House built in concrete
treated to look like stone. There are two wings connected by walkways. The central portion is the reception
area which on the airport side is surmounted by the famous control tower four storeys. Another building which
survives is the Imperial Airway hangar c. Part of the concrete runway is also visible but across the main road
is now a large green open space where the grass strip was located. Of the several aerodromes which have been
taken under the umbrella of aircraft museums including Duxford, Cambridgeshire Imperial War Museum ,
Southend Airport Historic Aviation Collection it is surprising that no move has been made to establish a
presence at Croydon. Manchester Ringway has its Alcock and Brown memorials and may display a Dakota
DC3 by popular demand in the near future. Let us hope it is a case of "What Manchester thinks David George
Well, you cheeky Mancunian, I found the answer in the evening paper the other day: It is intended for a drain
to the numerous streets now built in the neighbourhood of Paddington and will empty itself into the great
sewer which enters the Thames at Millbank. In consequence of the height of the ground in Hyde Park, it
became necessary in order to insure a sufficient fall to this new sewer, to dig to a very great depths and its
formation is carried on by the laborious and expensive process of tunnelling. Pits are sunk at the distance of
every seventy yards and the excavations are conducted in a way similar to those in a coal mine. The stratum of
clay through which the sewer passes is favourable to the process of excavation and is similar to that which was
thrown up in the formation of the Highgate Archway, which so suddenly failed on nearly arriving at
completion. The gravel pits in Hyde Park are filling up with the clay dug from the tunnel. Is anything further
known about how and by whom it was made? This great undertaking was completed in the latter part of and
the tunnel, 24 feet high and 22 feet wide, was arched with brick, but on the morning of 13 April some of the
brickwork gave way. About noon the ground above the tunnel was seen to crack and settle and during that and
the following day the whole arch, which had been carried for a distance of yards, fell in. Not a single person
was injured, although on the preceding Sunday several hundred people had visited the works out of curiosity.
Although extensive and deep tunnelling, with or without working shafts, was by this time a well-established
technique in mines and canals in the hillier parts of Britain the development of tunnelling techniques in the
softer and more mobile rocks of the SE called for the development of new skills. Were these London and SE
tunnels the work of contractors who already had tunnelling experience in more favourable rocks further north
and west? Between and the civil engineering contracting partnership of William John Jolliffe and Edward
Banks GLIAS Newsletter August was responsible for the making of an ambitious drainage adit for an
underground stone quarry at Merstham in Surrey.
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Lincolnshire â€” Lincolnshire is a county in the east of England. It also borders Northamptonshire in the south
for just 20 yards, Englands shortest county boundary, the county town is Lincoln, where the county council
has its headquarters. The ceremonial county of Lincolnshire is composed of the county of Lincolnshire.
Therefore, part of the county is in the Yorkshire and the Humber region of England. The county is the
second-largest of the English ceremonial counties and one that is predominantly agricultural in land use, the
county is fifth largest of the two-tier counties, as the unitary authorities of North Lincolnshire and North East
Lincolnshire are not included. The county can be broken down into a number of geographical sub-regions
including, Lincolnshire derived from the merging of the territory of the ancient Kingdom of Lindsey with that
controlled by the Danelaw borough of Stamford. For some time the county was called Lindsey, and it is
recorded as such in the 11th-century Domesday Book. In when county councils were set up, Lindsey, Holland
and these survived until , when Holland, Kesteven, and most of Lindsey were unified into Lincolnshire. A
local government reform in abolished Humberside, and the south of the Humber was allocated to the unitary
authorities of North Lincolnshire. These two areas became part of Lincolnshire for ceremonial such as the
Lord-Lieutenancy, but are not covered by the Lincolnshire police and are in the Yorkshire. Lincolnshire is
home to Woolsthorpe Manor, birthplace and home of Sir Isaac Newton and he attended The Kings School,
Grantham and its library has preserved his signature, applied to a window sill when he was a teenager.
Lincolnshire is an area, growing large amounts of wheat, barley, sugar beet. In South Lincolnshire, where the
soil is rich in nutrients, some of the most common crops include potatoes, cabbages, cauliflowers. Most such
companies are long gone, and Lincolnshire is no longer an engineering centre, however, as a result of the
current economic climate some food production facilities have closed down, this has caused some reduction in
the levels of migrant workers. The large number of people from Portugal is still obvious in the town of
Boston. A coalition of Conservatives, Liberal Democrats and Independents currently controls Lincolnshire
County Council, the Conservative Party comfortably controlled the County Council following the local
elections, in which they increased their majority to 43 seats. The Labour Party lost a total of 15 seats including
7 in Lincoln, the Lincolnshire Independents gained a total of four seats, although one of their number moved
to the Conservative group during , increasing the number of Conservative seats to 61 2. The Irish Sea lies
between Great Britain and Ireland, with an area of , square kilometres, the United Kingdom is the 78th-largest
sovereign state in the world and the 11th-largest in Europe. It is also the 21st-most populous country, with an
estimated The United Kingdom is a monarchy with a parliamentary system of governance. The United
Kingdom consists of four countriesâ€”England, Scotland, Wales, the last three have devolved administrations,
each with varying powers, based in their capitals, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast, respectively. The
relationships among the countries of the UK have changed over time, Wales was annexed by the Kingdom of
England under the Laws in Wales Acts and These are the remnants of the British Empire which, at its height
in the s, British influence can be observed in the language, culture and legal systems of many of its former
colonies. The UK is considered to have an economy and is categorised as very high in the Human
Development Index. It was the worlds first industrialised country and the worlds foremost power during the
19th, the UK remains a great power with considerable economic, cultural, military, scientific and political
influence internationally. It is a nuclear weapons state and its military expenditure ranks fourth or fifth in the
world. The UK has been a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council since its first session in
and it has been a leading member state of the EU and its predecessor, the European Economic Community,
since However, on 23 June , a referendum on the UKs membership of the EU resulted in a decision to leave.
Diana was born into a family of British nobility with royal ancestry and was the child and third daughter of
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John Spencer, Viscount Althorp. She grew up in Park House, situated on the Sandringham estate, in , after her
father inherited the title of Earl Spencer, she became known as Lady Diana Spencer. She came to prominence
in February when her engagement to Prince Charles was announced and her wedding to the Prince of Wales
on 29 July , held at St Pauls Cathedral, reached a global television audience of over million people. While
married, Diana bore the titles Princess of Wales, Duchess of Cornwall, Duchess of Rothesay, the marriage
produced two sons, the princes William and Harry, who were then respectively second and third in the line of
succession to the British throne. As Princess of Wales, Diana undertook royal duties on behalf of the Queen
and she was celebrated for her charity work and for her support of the International Campaign to Ban
Landmines. She was involved with dozens of charities including Londons Great Ormond Street Hospital for
children, Diana remained the object of worldwide media scrutiny during and after her marriage, which ended
in divorce on 28 August Media attention and public mourning were extensive after her death in a car crash in
Paris on 31 August , Diana was born on 1 July , in Park House, Sandringham, Norfolk. She was the fourth of
five children of John Spencer, Viscount Althorp, the Spencer family has been closely allied with the British
Royal Family for several generations. Mary Magdalene Church, Sandringham, with wealthy commoners as
godparents. Diana had three siblings, Sarah, Jane, and Charles and her infant brother, John, died shortly after
his birth one year before Diana was born. The desire for an added strain to the Spencers marriage. The Royal
Family frequently holidayed at the neighbouring Sandringham House, and Diana played with Princes Andrew,
Diana was seven years old when her parents divorced. Her mother later had an affair with Peter Shand Kydd
and married him in , Diana lived with her mother in London during her parents separation in , but during that
years Christmas holidays, Lord Althorp refused to let Diana return to London with Lady Althorp. They
married at Caxton Hall, London in , as an upper-class child at the time, Diana was first educated under the
supervision of her governess, Gertrude Allen.
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To the north and northwest, the area fades into Knightsbridge and Brompton, the football club Chelsea F.
From , and until the creation of Greater London in , the exclusivity of Chelsea as a result of its high property
prices has historically resulted in the term Sloane Ranger being used to describe its residents. Since , Channel
4 has broadcast a reality show called Made in Chelsea. Moreover, Chelsea is home to one of the largest
communities of Americans living outside the United States, the word Chelsea originates from the Old English
term for landing place for chalk or limestone. Abbot Gervace subsequently assigned the manor to his mother,
and it passed into private ownership, the modern-day Chelsea hosted the Synod of Chelsea in AD. Part of the
building contains the Chelsea Public Library and this is no longer the case, although housing trusts and
Council property do remain. The areas to the west also attract very high prices and this former fashionable
village was absorbed into London during the eighteenth century. Many notable people of 18th century
London, such as the bookseller Andrew Millar, were married and buried in the district. Sir Thomas Mores
tomb can also be found there, in , the Raw Silk Company was established in Chelsea Park, with mulberry trees
and a hothouse for raising silkworms. At its height in , it supplied silk to Caroline of Ansbach, Chelsea once
had a reputation for the manufacture of Chelsea buns, made from a long strip of sweet dough tightly coiled,
with currants trapped between the layers, and topped with sugar. The Chelsea Bun House sold these during the
18th century and was patronised by the Georgian royalty, at Easter, great crowds would assemble on the open
spaces of the Five Fields â€” subsequently developed as Belgravia 2. Harvard University â€” Although never
formally affiliated with any denomination, the early College primarily trained Congregationalist and Unitarian
clergy. Its curriculum and student body were gradually secularized during the 18th century, james Bryant
Conant led the university through the Great Depression and World War II and began to reform the curriculum
and liberalize admissions after the war. Harvard is a large, highly residential research university, the nominal
cost of attendance is high, but the Universitys large endowment allows it to offer generous financial aid
packages. Harvards alumni include eight U. It was never affiliated with any denomination, but many of its
earliest graduates went on to become clergymen in Congregational. The leading Boston divine Increase
Mather served as president from to , in , John Leverett became the first president who was not also a
clergyman, which marked a turning of the college toward intellectual independence from Puritanism. When
the Hollis Professor of Divinity David Tappan died in and the president of Harvard Joseph Willard died a year
later, in , in , the natural history lectures of Louis Agassiz were acclaimed both in New York and on the
campus at Harvard College. Agassizs approach was distinctly idealist and posited Americans participation in
the Divine Nature, agassizs perspective on science combined observation with intuition and the assumption
that a person can grasp the divine plan in all phenomena. When it came to explaining life-forms, Agassiz
resorted to matters of shape based on an archetype for his evidence. Eliot, president â€”, eliminated the
position of Christianity from the curriculum while opening it to student self-direction. While Eliot was the
most crucial figure in the secularization of American higher education, he was motivated not by a desire to
secularize education, during the 20th century, Harvards international reputation grew as a burgeoning
endowment and prominent professors expanded the universitys scope. Rapid enrollment growth continued as
new schools were begun and the undergraduate College expanded. Radcliffe College, established in as sister
school of Harvard College, Harvard became a founding member of the Association of American Universities
in In the early 20th century, the student body was predominately old-stock, high-status Protestants, especially
Episcopalians, Congregationalists, by the s it was much more diversified 3. Diana was born into a family of
British nobility with royal ancestry and was the child and third daughter of John Spencer, Viscount Althorp.
She grew up in Park House, situated on the Sandringham estate, in , after her father inherited the title of Earl
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Spencer, she became known as Lady Diana Spencer. She came to prominence in February when her
engagement to Prince Charles was announced and her wedding to the Prince of Wales on 29 July , held at St
Pauls Cathedral, reached a global television audience of over million people. While married, Diana bore the
titles Princess of Wales, Duchess of Cornwall, Duchess of Rothesay, the marriage produced two sons, the
princes William and Harry, who were then respectively second and third in the line of succession to the British
throne. As Princess of Wales, Diana undertook royal duties on behalf of the Queen and she was celebrated for
her charity work and for her support of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines. She was involved with
dozens of charities including Londons Great Ormond Street Hospital for children, Diana remained the object
of worldwide media scrutiny during and after her marriage, which ended in divorce on 28 August Media
attention and public mourning were extensive after her death in a car crash in Paris on 31 August , Diana was
born on 1 July , in Park House, Sandringham, Norfolk. She was the fourth of five children of John Spencer,
Viscount Althorp, the Spencer family has been closely allied with the British Royal Family for several
generations. Mary Magdalene Church, Sandringham, with wealthy commoners as godparents. Diana had three
siblings, Sarah, Jane, and Charles and her infant brother, John, died shortly after his birth one year before
Diana was born. The desire for an added strain to the Spencers marriage. The Royal Family frequently
holidayed at the neighbouring Sandringham House, and Diana played with Princes Andrew, Diana was seven
years old when her parents divorced. Her mother later had an affair with Peter Shand Kydd and married him in
, Diana lived with her mother in London during her parents separation in , but during that years Christmas
holidays, Lord Althorp refused to let Diana return to London with Lady Althorp. They married at Caxton Hall,
London in , as an upper-class child at the time, Diana was first educated under the supervision of her
governess, Gertrude Allen. It is currently the party, having won a majority of seats in the House of Commons
at the general election. The partys leader, Theresa May, is serving as Prime Minister. It is the largest party in
government with 8, councillors. The Conservative Party is one of the two major political parties in the United
Kingdom, the other being its modern rival. The Conservative Partys platform involves support for market
capitalism, free enterprise, fiscal conservatism, a strong national defence, deregulation. In the s, the Liberal
vote greatly diminished and the Labour Party became the Conservatives main rivals, Conservative Prime
Ministers led governments for 57 years of the twentieth century, including Winston Churchill and Margaret
Thatcher. Thatchers tenure led to wide-ranging economic liberalisation, the Conservative Partys domination of
British politics throughout the twentieth century has led to them being referred to as one of the most successful
political parties in the Western world. The party is the second-largest in the Scottish Parliament and the
second-largest in the Welsh Assembly, the party is also organised in the British Overseas Territory of
Gibraltar. After Pitts death the term Tory came into use and this was an allusion to the Tories, a political
grouping that had existed from , but which had no organisational continuity with the Pittite party. From about
on the name Tory was commonly used for the newer party, the term Conservative was suggested as a title for
the party by a magazine article by J. Wilson Croker in the Quarterly Review in The name immediately caught
on and was adopted under the aegis of Sir Robert Peel around Peel is acknowledged as the founder of the
Conservative Party, which he created with the announcement of the Tamworth Manifesto, the term
Conservative Party rather than Tory was the dominant usage by Its MPs took the Conservative whip at
Westminster, and in essence formed the Irish wing of the party until The Conservatives served with the
Liberals in an all-party coalition government during World War I, keohane finds that the Conservatives were
bitterly divided before , especially on the issue of Irish Unionism and the experience of three consecutive
election losses 5. United Kingdom general election, â€” The United Kingdom general election held on
Thursday,14 November resulted in a large, albeit reduced, majority for the National Government now led by
Conservative Stanley Baldwin. The greatest number of members, as before, were Conservatives, the National
Labour vote collapsed, and even the party leader Ramsay MacDonald lost his seat. The Liberals continued
their slow political collapse and lost further ground, the Scottish National Party contested their first election,
and the Communist Party gained their first parliamentary seat in almost ten years, West Fife. The major
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election issues were the continuing unemployment problems and the role of the League of Nations, no general
elections were held during the Second World War until Allied victory was assured, hence the House sat until
As a result, this parliament would see two leadership changes, neville Chamberlain took over from Baldwin as
Prime Minister and Leader of the Conservative Party in Conservatives include the Ulster and Scottish
Unionists, all comparisons are with the election. In other circumstances the change is due to the seat having
been won by the party in a by-election in the intervening years. Aberdeenshire â€” Aberdeenshire is one of the
32 council areas of Scotland. It takes its name from the old County of Aberdeen which had different
boundaries. Modern Aberdeenshire includes all of what was once Kincardineshire, as well as part of
Banffshire, the old boundaries are still officially used for a few purposes, namely land registration and
lieutenancy. Aberdeenshire Council is headquartered at Woodhill House, in Aberdeen, making it the only
Scottish council whose headquarters are located outside its jurisdiction, Aberdeen itself forms a different
council area. Aberdeenshire borders onto Angus and Perth and Kinross to the south, Highland and Moray to
the west, traditionally, it has been economically dependent upon the primary sector and related processing
industries. Aberdeenshire has a prehistoric and historic heritage. The area was settled in the Bronze Age by the
Beaker culture, in the Iron Age, hill forts were built. Around the 1st century AD, the Taexali people, who have
little history, were believed to have resided along the coast. The Picts were the next documented inhabitants of
the area, and were no later than AD, the Romans also were in the area during this period, as they left signs at
Kintore. Christianity influenced the early on, and there were Celtic monasteries at Old Deer. Since medieval
times there have been a number of paths that crossed the Mounth through present-day Aberdeenshire from the
Scottish Lowlands to the Highlands. Some of the most well known and historically important trackways are
the Causey Mounth, Aberdeenshire played an important role in the fighting between the Scottish clans. When
the fighting amongst these newcomers resulted in the Scottish Wars of Independence, in , Robert the Bruce
was victorious near Inverurie. Along with his victory came new families, namely the Forbeses and these new
families set the stage for the upcoming rivalries during the 14th and 15th centuries 7. Formed towards the end
of the First World War on 1 April , following victory over the Central Powers in the RAF emerged as, at the
time, the largest air force in the world. The RAF describe its mission statement as, an agile, adaptable and
capable Air Force that, person for person, is second to none, and that makes a decisive air power contribution
in support of the UK Defence Mission. The mission statement is supported by the RAFs definition of air
power, Air power is defined as the ability to project power from the air and space to influence the behaviour of
people or the course of events. Today the Royal Air Force maintains a fleet of various types of aircraft. The
majority of the RAFs rotary-wing aircraft form part of the tri-service Joint Helicopter Command in support of
ground forces, most of the RAFs aircraft and personnel are based in the UK, with many others serving on
operations or at long-established overseas bases. It was founded on 1 April , with headquarters located in the
former Hotel Cecil, during the First World War, by the amalgamation of the Royal Flying Corps, at that time it
was the largest air force in the world. The RAFs naval aviation branch, the Fleet Air Arm, was founded in , the
RAF developed the doctrine of strategic bombing which led to the construction of long-range bombers and
became its main bombing strategy in the Second World War. Many individual personnel from countries, and
exiles from occupied Europe. Before Britain developed its own nuclear weapons the RAF was provided with
American nuclear weapons under Project E and these were initially armed with nuclear gravity bombs, later
being equipped with the Blue Steel missile. Following the development of the Royal Navys Polaris
submarines, the nuclear deterrent passed to the navys submarines on 30 June With the introduction of Polaris,
the RAFs strategic nuclear role was reduced to a tactical one and this tactical role was continued by the V
bombers into the s and until by Tornado GR1s. With the decline of the British Empire, global operations were
scaled back, despite this, the RAF fought in many battles in the Cold War period 8. Parliament of the United
Kingdom â€” It alone possesses legislative supremacy and thereby ultimate power over all other political
bodies in the UK and its territories. Its head is the Sovereign of the United Kingdom and its seat is the Palace
of Westminster in the City of Westminster, one of the boroughs of the British capital, the parliament is
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bicameral, consisting of an upper house and a lower house. The Sovereign forms the third component of the
legislature, prior to the opening of the Supreme Court in October , the House of Lords also performed a
judicial role through the Law Lords. The House of Commons is an elected chamber with elections held at least
every five years. The two Houses meet in separate chambers in the Palace of Westminster in London, most
cabinet ministers are from the Commons, whilst junior ministers can be from either House. The UK
parliament and its institutions have set the pattern for many throughout the world. However, John Bright â€”
who coined the epithet â€” used it with reference to a rather than a parliament. In theory, the UKs supreme
legislative power is vested in the Crown-in-Parliament. The principle of responsibility to the lower House did
not develop until the 19th centuryâ€”the House of Lords was superior to the House of Commons both in
theory and in practice. Members of the House of Commons were elected in an electoral system. Thus, the
borough of Old Sarum, with seven voters, many small constituencies, known as pocket or rotten boroughs,
were controlled by members of the House of Lords, who could ensure the election of their relatives or
supporters. During the reforms of the 19th century, beginning with the Reform Act , No longer dependent on
the Lords for their seats, MPs grew more assertive.
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The show premiered on NBC on October 11,, under the original title NBCs Saturday Night, the shows comedy
sketches, which parody contemporary culture and politics, are performed by a large and varying cast of
repertory and newer cast members. Each episode is hosted by a celebrity guest and features performances by a
musical guest, an episode normally begins with a cold open sketch that ends with someone breaking character
and proclaiming, Live from New York, its Saturday Night. In , Michaels left the series to other opportunities.
He was replaced by Jean Doumanian, who was replaced by Ebersol after a season of bad reviews, Ebersol ran
the show until , when Michaels returned, Michaels has remained since then. Many of SNLs cast found national
stardom while appearing on the show, others associated with the show, such as writers, have gone on to
successful careers creating, writing, or starring in TV and film. The show format has developed and recreated
in several countries. Successful sketches have seen life outside of the show as feature films, throughout four
decades on air, Saturday Night Live has received a number of awards, including 50 Primetime Emmy Awards,
two Peabody Awards, and three Writers Guild of America Awards. As of , it has received Emmy nominations,
the most received by any TV show, the live aspect of the show has resulted in several controversies and acts of
censorship, with mistakes and intentional acts of sabotage by performers as well as guests. From until
September , NBC ran The Best of Carson reruns of The Tonight Show, in , Johnny Carson announced that he
wanted the weekend shows pulled and saved so that they could be aired during weeknights, allowing him to
take time off. Over the next three weeks, Ebersol and Michaels developed the idea for a variety show featuring
high-concept comedy sketches, political satire. In and , they were the most desirable demographic for
television advertisers, NBC executives agreed with Michaels and decided to keep the show on the air despite
many angry letters and phone calls that the network received from viewers who were offended by certain
sketches. Chevy Chase left the show in November of the season and was replaced a few months later by the
then-unknown comic actor Bill Murray. Aykroyd and Belushi left the show in after the end of season four, in
May , Michaelsâ€”emotionally and physically exhaustedâ€”requested to put the show on hiatus for a year to
give him time and energy to pursue other projects 2. Christianity â€” Christianity is a Abrahamic monotheistic
religion based on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ, who serves as the focal point for the religion. It is the
worlds largest religion, with over 2. Christian theology is summarized in creeds such as the Apostles Creed
and his incarnation, earthly ministry, crucifixion, and resurrection are often referred to as the gospel, meaning
good news. The term gospel also refers to accounts of Jesuss life and teaching, four of whichâ€”Matthew,
Mark, Luke. Christianity is an Abrahamic religion that began as a Second Temple Judaic sect in the mid-1st
century, following the Age of Discovery, Christianity spread to the Americas, Australasia, sub-Saharan Africa,
and the rest of the world through missionary work and colonization. Christianity has played a prominent role
in the shaping of Western civilization, throughout its history, Christianity has weathered schisms and
theological disputes that have resulted in many distinct churches and denominations. Worldwide, the three
largest branches of Christianity are the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, and the denominations
of Protestantism. There are many important differences of interpretation and opinion of the Bible, concise
doctrinal statements or confessions of religious beliefs are known as creeds. They began as baptismal formulae
and were expanded during the Christological controversies of the 4th and 5th centuries to become statements
of faith. Many evangelical Protestants reject creeds as definitive statements of faith, even agreeing with some
or all of the substance of the creeds. The Baptists have been non-creedal in that they have not sought to
establish binding authoritative confessions of faith on one another. Also rejecting creeds are groups with roots
in the Restoration Movement, such as the Christian Church, the Evangelical Christian Church in Canada, the
Apostles Creed is the most widely accepted statement of the articles of Christian faith. It is also used by
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Presbyterians, Methodists, and Congregationalists and this particular creed was developed between the 2nd
and 9th centuries. Its central doctrines are those of the Trinity and God the Creator, each of the doctrines found
in this creed can be traced to statements current in the apostolic period. The creed was used as a summary of
Christian doctrine for baptismal candidates in the churches of Rome. Most Christians accept the use of creeds,
and subscribe to at least one of the mentioned above. The central tenet of Christianity is the belief in Jesus as
the Son of God, Christians believe that Jesus, as the Messiah, was anointed by God as savior of humanity, and
hold that Jesus coming was the fulfillment of messianic prophecies of the Old Testament. The Christian
concept of the Messiah differs significantly from the contemporary Jewish concept, Jesus, having become
fully human, suffered the pains and temptations of a mortal man, but did not sin 3. United States â€”
Forty-eight of the fifty states and the federal district are contiguous and located in North America between
Canada and Mexico. The state of Alaska is in the northwest corner of North America, bordered by Canada to
the east, the state of Hawaii is an archipelago in the mid-Pacific Ocean. It is one of the worlds most ethnically
diverse and multicultural nations, paleo-Indians migrated from Asia to the North American mainland at least
15, years ago. European colonization began in the 16th century, the United States emerged from 13 British
colonies along the East Coast. On July 4,, during the course of the American Revolutionary War, the war
ended in with recognition of the independence of the United States by Great Britain, representing the first
successful war of independence against a European power. The current constitution was adopted in , after the
Articles of Confederation, the first ten amendments, collectively named the Bill of Rights, were ratified in and
designed to guarantee many fundamental civil liberties. During the second half of the 19th century, the
American Civil War led to the end of slavery in the country. By the end of century, the United States extended
into the Pacific Ocean. The end of the Cold War and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in left the United
States as the sole superpower. It ranks highly in several measures of performance, including average wage,
human development, per capita GDP. Diana was born into a family of British nobility with royal ancestry and
was the child and third daughter of John Spencer, Viscount Althorp. She grew up in Park House, situated on
the Sandringham estate, in , after her father inherited the title of Earl Spencer, she became known as Lady
Diana Spencer. She came to prominence in February when her engagement to Prince Charles was announced
and her wedding to the Prince of Wales on 29 July , held at St Pauls Cathedral, reached a global television
audience of over million people. While married, Diana bore the titles Princess of Wales, Duchess of Cornwall,
Duchess of Rothesay, the marriage produced two sons, the princes William and Harry, who were then
respectively second and third in the line of succession to the British throne. As Princess of Wales, Diana
undertook royal duties on behalf of the Queen and she was celebrated for her charity work and for her support
of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines. She was involved with dozens of charities including
Londons Great Ormond Street Hospital for children, Diana remained the object of worldwide media scrutiny
during and after her marriage, which ended in divorce on 28 August Media attention and public mourning
were extensive after her death in a car crash in Paris on 31 August , Diana was born on 1 July , in Park House,
Sandringham, Norfolk. She was the fourth of five children of John Spencer, Viscount Althorp, the Spencer
family has been closely allied with the British Royal Family for several generations. Mary Magdalene Church,
Sandringham, with wealthy commoners as godparents. Diana had three siblings, Sarah, Jane, and Charles and
her infant brother, John, died shortly after his birth one year before Diana was born. The desire for an added
strain to the Spencers marriage. The Royal Family frequently holidayed at the neighbouring Sandringham
House, and Diana played with Princes Andrew, Diana was seven years old when her parents divorced. Her
mother later had an affair with Peter Shand Kydd and married him in , Diana lived with her mother in London
during her parents separation in , but during that years Christmas holidays, Lord Althorp refused to let Diana
return to London with Lady Althorp. They married at Caxton Hall, London in , as an upper-class child at the
time, Diana was first educated under the supervision of her governess, Gertrude Allen. Young began
performing in a group covering Shadows instrumentals in Canada in , in , after a brief stint with the Rick
James-fronted Mynah Birds, he moved to Los Angeles, where he formed Buffalo Springfield with Stephen
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Stills, Richie Furay and others. From his early albums and those with his backing band Crazy Horse, Young
has recorded a steady stream of studio and live albums. Youngs often-distorted electric guitar work, deeply
personal lyrics and signature tenor singing voice transcend his long career, Young also plays piano and
harmonica on many albums which frequently combine folk, rock, blues and other musical styles. Known to rip
up live set lists, Young often plays acoustic versions of songs in one show and his gritty guitar work,
especially with Crazy Horse, earned him the nickname Godfather of Grunge and led to his album Mirror Ball
with Pearl Jam. He also contributed to the soundtracks of the films Philadelphia and Dead Man, Young has
received several Grammy and Juno awards. He has lived in California since the s but retains Canadian
citizenship and he was awarded the Order of Manitoba on July 14,, and was made an Officer of the Order of
Canada on December 30, Young was born on November 12,, in Toronto and his father, Scott Alexander
Young, was a journalist and sportswriter who also wrote fiction. Youngs parents married in in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, and their first son, shortly after Youngs birth in , his family moved to rural Omemee, Ontario,
which Young later described fondly as a sleepy little place. Young suffered from polio in during the last major
outbreak of the disease in Ontario, after his recovery, the Young family vacationed in Florida. Young became
interested in music he heard on the radio. When Young was twelve, his father, who had several extramarital
affairs and his mother asked for a divorce which was granted in Located in Midtown Manhattan between 7th
and 8th Avenues from 31st to 33rd Streets, it is situated atop Pennsylvania Station. The Garden is used for
basketball and ice hockey, as well as boxing, concerts, ice shows, circuses, professional wrestling and other
forms of sports. The Garden opened on February 11,, and is the oldest major sporting facility in the New York
metropolitan area and it is the oldest arena in the National Hockey League and the second-oldest arena in the
National Basketball Association. Several other operating entities related to the Garden share its name,
Madison Square is formed by the intersection of 5th Avenue and Broadway at 23rd Street in Manhattan. It was
named after James Madison, fourth President of the United States, two venues called Madison Square Garden
were located just northeast of the square, the first from to , and the second from to The first Garden, leased to
P. Barnum, had no roof and was inconvenient to use during inclement weather, Madison Square Garden II was
designed by noted architect Stanford White. The new building was built by a syndicate which included J.
Morgan, Andrew Carnegie, P. It was feet by feet, and the main hall and it had a 1, seat theatre, a concert hall
with a capacity of 1,, the largest restaurant in the city and a roof garden cabaret. A third Madison Square
Garden opened in a new location, on 8th Avenue between 49th and 50th Streets, from to , groundbreaking on
the third Madison Square Garden took place on January 9, Designed by the theater architect Thomas W. The
arena was feet by feet, with seating on three levels, and a capacity of 18, spectators for boxing. Demolition
commenced in after the opening of the current Garden and it finished up in early , and the site is now where
One Worldwide Plaza is located. The new structure was one of the first of its kind to be built above the
platforms of a railroad station. It was an engineering feat constructed by Robert E. He has won two Academy
Awards, for his roles in the mystery drama Mystic River and the biopic Milk, Penn began his acting career in
television with a brief appearance in episode of Little House on the Prairie, directed by his father Leo Penn.
He became known as a prominent leading actor with the drama Dead Man Walking, for which he earned his
first Academy Award nomination, Penn made his feature film directorial debut with The Indian Runner,
followed by the drama film The Crossing Guard and the mystery film The Pledge. Penn directed one of the 11
segments of September 11 and his fourth feature film, the biographical drama survival movie Into the Wild,
garnered critical acclaim and two Academy Award nominations. His older brother is musician Michael Penn
and his younger brother, actor Chris Penn, died in He began making films with some of his childhood friends,
including actors Emilio Estevez and Charlie Sheen. Penn appeared in a episode of the Little House on the
Prairie television series as an extra when his father, Leo, Penn launched his film career with the action-drama
Taps, where he played a military high school cadet. The role earned Penn favorable reviews and jump-started
his career as a serious actor, Penn played Andrew Daulton Lee in the film The Falcon and the Snowman,
which closely followed an actual criminal case. Lee was a drug dealer by trade, convicted of espionage for the
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Soviet Union and originally sentenced to life in prison. Penn starred in the drama At Close Range which
received critical acclaim and he stopped acting for a few years in the early s, having been dissatisfied with the
industry, and focused on making his directing debut. The Academy Awards first recognized his work in
nominating him for playing a racist murderer on death row in the drama film Dead Man Walking and he was
nominated again for his comedic performance as an egotistical jazz guitarist in the film Sweet and Lowdown.
He received his nomination after portraying a mentally handicapped father in I am Sam. The film was a
critical and commercial failure, named by a Forbes article as the biggest flop in the last five years, the film
also earned Penn his fifth nomination and second win for the Academy Award for Best Actor 8. Mary, mother
of Jesus â€” Mary, also known by various titles, styles and honorifics, was a 1st-century Galilean Jewish
woman of Nazareth and the mother of Jesus, according to the New Testament and the Quran. The gospels of
Matthew and Luke in the New Testament and the Quran describe Mary as a virgin, the miraculous birth took
place when she was already betrothed to Joseph and was awaiting the concluding rite of marriage, the formal
home-taking ceremony. She married Joseph and accompanied him to Bethlehem, where Jesus was born, the
Gospel of Luke begins its account of Marys life with the Annunciation, when the angel Gabriel appeared to
her and announced her divine selection to be the mother of Jesus. According to canonical gospel accounts,
Mary was present at the crucifixion and is depicted as a member of the early Christian community in
Jerusalem. According to the Catholic and Orthodox teaching, at the end of her life her body was assumed
directly into Heaven.
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